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SS elections to be held next week
Presidential candidates announce their campaign platforms
in so- doing the Winona State Student Senate in the future will be
able to carry on with dignity and
confidence. With your cooperation as the student electorate, I
am sure that there can be an outcome which is characterized by
success.
Sincerely,
Mark Nolan

Humphries states
SS qualifications

Nolan Publishes SS platform
To the Students of Winona State:
At this time, I would like to ancounce my candidacy for the office of President of the Winona
State College Student Senate. In
so doing, I feel it is imperative
to inform you, the students, of
things which I believe can and
should be accomplished by any
student governmental organization. In so doing, I want to tell
you that I have tried to remain
cognizant of the office of President, its duties, its obligations,
and its ramifications.
In seeking any elective office,
a candidate should be aware
that he represents everyone, not
himself. I feel that I am capable
of offering that representation,
and, in so doing, I pledge to
strive for the betterment of the
Winona State student body.
Any election has its campaign
promises, however, these are not
always precise. Thus at this
time, I wish to present the following, non-generalized, goals
that I firmly believe if reached
will better this institution.
At present, the Winona State
Student Senate President receives remuneration from the
Student Activity Fund in order to
freely provide him with tuition
and books for the year he is in
office, I do not feel that this is a
necessity, If I am elected I shall
refuse to accept any financial
stipend for holding the office, for
I feel that money can be better
utilized in another manner. In order to generate and keep interest
in student government without
financial stipends, I shall work
toward establishing some type of
academic credit for the officers
and senators who represent the
students on this campus.
If I am elected, I pledge to institute a survey that would reveal the classes you, the students, have been disallowed in

due to filling or cancellation at
registration time. In so doing, I
would present the results of this
survey to the college administration in hopes that they would
consider expanding present class
offerings.
If I am elected, I pledge to initiate regularly scheduled sessions that would enable you, the
students, to air any complaints
you might have regarding the institution. I am not referring to a
"sound-off" type procedure, rather one at which I would preside,
so that your complaints are not
only heard, something is done
about them.
If I am elected, I pledge to
work toward the formulation of a
streamlined judicial system for
this campus that would give the
students the right to try anyone
that might violate the rules and
regulations of this campus.
If I am elected, I pledge to
have the Student Senate undertake internal reconstruction as
well as a yearly project in a
broad interest area that would
benefit the entire institution,
and hopefully, perhaps mankind.
In the more generalized vein,
there are certain principles that
should be adhered to. Above all
the institution must be of prime
concern, and the high ideal that
the student does have certain individual rights must be sought.
If I am elected, I pledge to strive
for one common principle in
which I feel we all must be unified; the principle of betterment.
If I am elected, I promise to
bring to the office of Student
Senate President an earnest desire to perform my duties efficiently and honorably. I am not
a person that is fighting for results rather than causes. I am
fighting for both. With your assistance, I feel that I can achieve
those aforementioned goals, and

As students of this institution
we have many realizations to
meet.
WSC is growing in leaps and
bounds and (believe it or, not) is
doing it coherently. But even
with coherence of growth comes
problems. Problems of students'
relations to the administration,
the administration to the community, the latter two with the
state government. (sic) This is
where my platform lies as far as
Student Senate President.
I believe that my vast and intimate acquaintances with the
people, business men, and government of Winona and close
friends in the stc:te government
can help draw a closer bond
where we're concerned.
What about other student problems? — housing, union fees,
registration -- these are. • problems that have been realized but
it takes time and many people to
work them out . . . let's work
them out together.
Arthur A. Humphries -

Art Humphries

Gorman reviews
Dunlap stresses Student Senate
student ideas
accomplishments
It is my wish to get as many
students as possible involved in
the action of student government,
so as to make them aware of
what is going on around the campus. My platform stands mainly
on the ideas of the students and
if elected will try to put them into reality. I am not a person of
many promises, but I will work
for the betterment of the school
and student body. One thing I
can promise, however, is a student directory.
Tom Dunlap

by Dave Jansen
Tom Gorman, President of the
Winona State College Student
Senate talked with a member of
the Winonan staff about the accomplishments of the Senate
since he took over as leader of
the Senators last spring, replacing Tim Dalton. At that time,
faculty - senate communications
was the subject being considered
by the Senate. Gorman explained
that this is still a never ending
job, but the Committee on Committees has apparently made significant progress here. "It isn't
quite as much of a problem any
more," said Gorman . He explained that information vital to
the faculty and senate was communicated by "word of mouth
in the past," but that since last
spring information has passed
smoothly.
Much time was spent last
spring getting the newly elected
Senators oriented and putting the
organization in working order after the election interruption. An
investigation was made into the
housing situation for off campus
students but it "wasn't a great
success," said Gorman. A spread
was run in the Winonan last
spring depicting the living conditions of several off campus
apartments. For the last month,
several members of the Senate
have been looking into the possibility of doing something for
(Continued on Page 4)

Candidate
biographies
presented
by Mike Tri
As the filing for student senate
candidacy ended, there was a
sparsity of candidates for the
other offices, but for the position
of president three aspirants appeared, their qualifications in
hand:
Arthur Humphries is a junior
in good standing at Winona State
College, a past Tri-College representative to the Winona County Republican Campaign Committee, and a speech major with
a physical education minor. He
was an orientation team leader,
and presently his extra curricular activities include membership in the Winona State Speech
Association, participation in drama as a Wenonah Player, and
serving as staff announcer on
KAGE Winona Radio.
The second of the presidential
hopefuls is Mark Nolan, a political science and speech major,
and a junior at WSC. Mr. Nolan
was a government intern to the
University of Minnesota, and is
a past representative to the student senate, to the residence hall
government, and a past president
of the Union Program Council
and chairman of the Union Board
of Directors. Currently serving
as president of the Men's Residence Hall Council, he is also a
member of the housing committee, and president of Pi Kappa
Delta.
Third on the ballot for the
presidency is Tom Dunlap, a so-.
cial science and history major at
WSC. He is a past football manager, class senator, and served
on the Academic Affairs and
Curriculum committees of the
college. He was also Winona's
delegate to the Minnesota State
College Rules and Regulations
Revisions committee.
Rick Krueger was the sole
candidate who filed for the vicepresidency of the Student Senate.
He is a St. Paul resident, a junior in good standing at WSC as
a political science and psychology major. Mr. Krueger is an intern to the Winona City Manager,
a member of the varsity swimming team and the "W" Club, a
class officer and a student senator. He is also a past secretary
of the Richards Hall Council.
For the office of treasurer, one
intention of candidacy was filed
by Miss Joan Moyer of St. Paul,
a physical education and health
major of WSC. Joan's past
achievements and present delegations include the Union Board
of Directors, the Parking SubCommittee, Women's PhyEd
Club, the WIEP Board, intramural director, scout leader, VISTA
volunteer, MAHPER-Student Section treasurer, varsity basketball,
volleyball, and softball teams,
and Judicial Board of Sheehan
Residence Hall.
The period for filing for positions of the Student Senate has
now expired. Election day is
scheduled to be Tuesday, March
10th.
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Editorial

Winonan staff backs
Nolan for SS president
Next Tuesday, the students of Winona State will determine who
is to be their student leader for the next year by choosing a new Student Senate President.
At various times in the past, the Winonan has backed a particular
candidate for the position. This year will also be one of those times.
We of the Winonan staff concur that the best choice for your
next Student Senate president is Mark Nolan. We feel this way for
a number of reasons.
First of all, the Student Senate President is an administrative
position, and we feel that Nolan's administrative qualifications are
the best of the three candidates.
More importantly, however, is the fact that Nolan seems to be
the type of man to take a stand. Compare the platforms in the pages
of this issue and you'll see, that Nolan is the only one to make any
firm convictions. Furthermore, Nolan seems to be the only candidate
who is concerned enough about the student body to have taken the
time and composed a concrete platform. The platforms of the other
two candidates_ are characterized by what could almost be termed
frivolous brevity and, of course, as one can see do not really relate
to the student body in any direct fashion.
The only conviction made by the other candidates is that, each
in his own way, has promised. betterment. We at the Winonan would
certainly hope that a candidate for this office would strive for betterment. However, we feel that any serious candidate for the office of
SS President should have more depth than just a vague statement of
betterment. We at the Winonan feel Mark Nolan possesses that depth.
THE WINONAN STAFF
** **
Persons interested in seeking the other Student Senate positions
should be reminded that filing dates for those positions are March
11-16. Forms for filing may be procured from the Senate office any
time within those dates.
Campaign dates for the remaining offices are April 1-6, and the
election falls on April 7.

Activity
Calendar
MAR. 5 — Ski Club Meeting
7 p.m., Student Union
Co-Rec Swimming, 7 p.m., WIEP
Speech Roundtable-6:30 p.m.,
Pasteur Aud.
MAR. 6 — Speech Roundtable,
Room 200 Somsen
Student Affairs Staff Meeting,
Dining Rm. E, 9:30 a.m.
MAR. 7 — Out House
WPE Annual HS Play Day
Basketball Regionals at St.
Olaf (Women's)
MAR. 8 — Fred Heyer, Jazz Concert, 4 p.m.
MAR. 9 — Gay Nineties Week
MAR. 10 — Election for Student
Senate Offices
"Laurel and Hardy" Speaker,
7:30 p.m.
Gay Nineties Week
MAR. 11 — Swimming, WIEP, 7
p.m.
Gymnastics, WIEP, 7 p.m.
Filing for SS Senators through
March 16
"Charlie Chaplin Day"
Gay Nineties Week
MAR. 12 — Wrestling, NAIA
Tournaments at Superior
Ski Club meeting, 7 p.m., Student Union
"After Dinner Speaking Program," 6:30, Pasteur Aud.
"Lon Chaney Day," Gay Nineties Week

first few years of some sort of
further education, so it is very
difficult for him to be ill-informed. He is intelligent enough to
realize . that someone is dictating
to him. It is no longer Mom or
Dad, but yet a more distant relative, Uncle Sam.

by Dan Nyseth
Are you under 21? If so, you
are, according to national law
and most state regulations, too
immature to vote. I am under 21,
yet for some odd reason, I feel
capable of casting a responsible
ballot.
There are currently pending a
number of bills on the national
and state (in Minnesota) levels
that would lower the voting age
to 19. To me, this seems a very
just proposal.
For too many years in the
United States of America, that
government that claims to provide freedom and justice for all
has not lived up to its self-imposed standards. It has given its
citizens, in one case, duties without rights and has forced upon
them bondage without privileges.
This country has coerced its
young men to participate in military activity without giving them
a chance to determine in any
manner whatsoever' the laws that
make this cruel and unusual
punishment legal.
Naturally, I am referring to
the lack of suffrage for 18 to 21
year old men and women.
A standard argument in support of the current no-vote policy
is that "just because a person is
old enough to fight he is not necessarily mature enough to
vote." Perhaps this is true, but
the very core of revolutionary
America focused on another argument: "No taxation without
representation."
Perhaps it would be wise to
consider the physical and mental
condition of a typical 18-21 year
old citizen of the United States.
He has been physically mature
for at least four years. He has
had hair on his chest and a beard
on his face as well as several
other characteristics of physical
adulthood.
He is probably in school, be it
his last year of high school or his

(in most
He understands
states) that he is considered old
enough to decide whether a man
(a wartime enemy) should live or
die, but he also realizes that people don't consider him capable
of making a rational decision
about whether Bumper or Sticker
should be president.

.

The typical youth is therefore
confused. He wonders, "Why
should I participate at all if I
cannot help determine the policy.
that guides and rearranges my
human instincts?"
His question is very reminiscent of the demand of colonial
Americans. Oft-quoted patriots
refused to follow the policies of
a government that would not let
them participate in governing.
It becomes clear, when seen in
this light, that today's youth has
been denied an essential right
guaranteed in the Constitution,
that right of self-government.
The English government of the
18th century was too blind to see
that the dissatisfied and suppressed people of the Colonies would
be better assimilated than
fought. Now, the United States is
in danger of becoming too blind
to see that its youth are better
assimilated than fought.
"Rebellion and eventual overthrow were the results of that
English government's refusal to
allow its citizens their basic
rights of participation.
Lower the voting age for the
sake of sanity, for the sake of
fairness, for the sake of representation, for the sake of the nation.
, Let your congressmen know
you're here.

MAR. 13 — Speech Roundtable,
Pasteur Aud.
Wrestling, NAIA Tournament
at Superior
Tri-College Debate Tourney
"W" Club Dance
W. C. Fields Day, Gay Nineties
Week
MAR. 14 — Final Exams
Wrestling, NAIA Tournaments
at Superior
Tri-College Debate Tourney
"Speakeasie," 9 p.m., Smog
Gay Nineties Week
MAR. 15 — Genghis Khan, 7:30,
Union
Winona Symphony Orchestra,
4 p.m., CST
College Republicans, Hot Dog
Sale, Prentiss-Lucas basement, 4:45
MAR. 17 — Winona County Medical Society
Dr. Walter Judd, Lecture, Pasteur Aud., 8 p.m.
MAR. 18 — Finals
MAR. 19 — Finals
Swimming, NAIA Meet, at La
Crosse State
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by L. J . Turner
I have a course this quarter ciple or the practice?
Am I asking too much? Is it too
entitled "Evaluation and Guidance." Much time is spent in this much to ask even this one declass analyzing the correct ways partment to make an attempt to
in which to administer tests. eliminate its internal paradoxes
Among other things, we have and contradictions? The sad part
learned that true-false tests are of the situation is that the educaone of the poorer measures of tion department is in such a posiachievement. I found this piece tion that it can perpetuate these
of knowledge interesting for I re- "incorrect" practices. No doubt
called many courses here at many will assail me for possessWSC which rely heavily on this ing the fiery idealism of youth,
type of test. The height of the but am I actually guilty of being
irony was achieved when I re- idealistic? In connection with
membered that I had education that thought and with respect to
courses that utilized such tests. the whole problem, I can't help
It seems to me that the educa- recalling a "joke" which was
tion department should sweep its once presented in a WSC talent
own doorstep before it attempts show. It centered around deciphto instill brooms in the minds of ering a section of the Dead Sea
students.
Scrolls with the resultant disCovThe correct statement of ed- ery that it was a copy of the Wiucational objectives was another nona State Faculty roster.
Any responses to this must be
area dealt with. We learned
that objectives should reflect the received by 4 p.m. Monday.
***
attainment of a desired student
Several issues ago this column
behavior, and should not contain vague terminology. Yet, it concerned itself with cut poli
is strange that I have been in oth- cies. Though there was no writer classes in Gildemeister Hall ten response to those articles
where the instructor-produced from the supporters of such polobjectives violated every rule icies, one of them made a comthat we discussed. Could it be ment to one of his classes which
that a credibility gap exists, or inferred that I am a fool. May I
is it a principle-practice gap?
suggest that the only fool he
Another area of incongruity knows stares at him while he
presented itself in an education shaves.
***
course I had a previous quarter.
There I learned that bulletin
This week's Bouquets of Bramboards made by -the teacher with- bles goes to:
out direct pupil involvement acThe rampaging members of
complished little or nothing. I my generation in Santa Barbara.
was amazed to learn of still an- If they wanted to do something
other course which put a great more constructive, they could
stress on just such a practice. use their long hair to soak up 'oil
What should one accept, the prin- spills.

Why Is Black Beautiful?
In last weeks article appeared
a statement by Frederick Douglass, given on July , 1852, on the
hypocrisy of these United States.
Following is a speech made by
Malcolm X while he was still a
confirmed Black Muslim. In other issues we will have statements
of other black leaders, showing
the different ideologies of the
black people.
"The Honorable Elijah Muhammad teaches us that a desegregated theater or lunch counter
won't solve our problems. Better
jobs won't even solve our problems. An integrated cup of coffee
isn't sufficient pay for 400 years
of slave labor, and a better job
in the white man's factory or positions in his business is, at best,
only a temporary solution. The
only lasting Or permanent solution is complete separation on
some land that we can call our
own.
The Honorable Elijah Muhammad teaches us that the race
problem can easily be solved,
just by sending these 22 million
ex-slaves back to our own homeland where we can live in peace
and 'harmony with our own kind.
But this government should provide the transportation, plus everything else we need to get
started again in our own country.
This government should provide
everything we need in machinery, materials and finance ;
enough to last us from 20 to 25
years, until we can become an
independent people in our own
country.
If this white government is
afraid to let her 22 million exslaves go back to our own country and to our own people, then
America must set aside some
separate territory here in the
Western Hemisphere, where the
two races can live apart from
each other, since we certainly
don't get along peacefully while

we are here together.
The size of the territory can be
judged according to our own
population. If our people number one-seventh of America's total population, then give us oneseventh of this land. We don't
want any land in the desert, but
where there is rain and much
mineral wealth.
We want fertile, productive
land on which we can farm and
provide our own people with
sufficient food, clothing and shelter. This government must supply us with the machinery and
other tools needed to dig into the
earth. Give us everything we
need for them from 20 to 25
years, until we can produce and
supply our own needs.
If we are a part of America,
then part of what she is worth
belongs to us. We will take our
share and depart, then this white
country can have peace. What is
her net worth? Give us our share
in gold and silver and let us depart and go back to our own
homeland in peace.
We want no integration with
this wicked race that enslaved
us. We want complete separation
from this race of devils. But we
should not be expected to go
back to our own homeland empty-handed. After 400 years of
slave labor, we have some "backpay" coming, a bill owed to us
that must be collected.
If the government of white
America truly repents of its sins
against our people, and atones
by giving us our true share, only
then can America save herself!
But if America waits for Almighty God Himself to step in
and force her into a "just settlement," God will take this entire
continent away from her; and
she will cease to exist as a nation . . .
White America, wake up and
take heed, before it is too late!"
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LETTERS
other opinions . . • •
TO THE EDITOR:
What is SAM?
That is just about the response
you will get if you ask someone
about SAM, the Society for Advancement of Management. Since
I have just recently became a
member of this organization on
Campus, I thought it Might help
if I told you some of the things
I have learned about it.
The Society for Advancement
of Management is the recognized
national professional organization of managers in industry,
commerce, government and education, and the pioneer in management philosophy. It has been
dedicated to the advancement of
management and of management
men since 1912 when the original Taylor Society was established.
The University Chapters are
dedicated to the development of
tomorrows managers today. Over 200 Chapters have been chartered .in leading colleges and universities in the U.S., Canada,
Puerto Rico, and Iraq.
The objectives of SAM are to
learn what a manager is, and to
provide a bridge between the
theoretical training of the University and the practical world
of business and management.
This is accomplished through
speakers from the business community, worth while films, discussions, tours of various businesses and industries, and other
club functions — such as the recently successful Career Days.
If you have any idea of going
into business after you graduate
you should be interested in joining SAM. Students of economics,
business administration, and engineering should be especially
anxious to join, but anyone above
the freshman level and working
towards a degree is eligible for
membership.
Richard Thesing, SAM Member
English Department,
February 27th, 1970
The Editor,
"The Winonan,"
Winona State College
Dear Sir,

I am strongly impelled to write
to you, because I want to heap
public praise upon those directly
concerned with Vivian Fusillo's
"Theater Of The Mind," presented in the Old Smog last Thursday
and Friday evenings.
I. would not consider it necessary to write you if this had been
merely one of a series of successful productions; the reason the
rhythms, energies, observations,
beauties and terrors of this
short (one hour) experiment impressed me so much is simple
and unfortunate — "Theatre Of
The Mind" was so very much
better than anything else I'd seen
here. Better? This was good, talented, even exciting; what I'd
seen previously was very bad indeed, and spoke frightening
things about WSC student drama. "Scapin" and "Ah Wilderness" were joyless, almost subhuman experiences where we
were invited to observe the agonizing struggle of student actors
to handle difficult conventions.
Such a theatre is a meaningless
and tepid imitation of something
once seen, or reported second
hand. Such a theatre has no
place in a college such as this,
where. CREDITS are given and
taken away for attempting to fulfill impossible tasks, for killing
personal creativity by accepting
the imposition of difficult styles.
Further, such a theatre has little
to offer the concerned student of
the Seventies.
Here at last a group of students, under the hand of an obviously gifted director, showed
us what they could do. And what

a great deal they had learned!
The teamwork was stunning, the
student-written "Wasard of Is"
perceptive in many brilliant
ways, the singing of the final
"Carousel" deeply original and
affecting. The Old Smog was
packed, and rightly so. The applause was enthusiastic and sincere.
I am only at WSC for this year,
and would have carried bitter
reports out of the country with
me when I left. But not now. I
hope last week's revelation will
form the basis of a new era in
student theatre at WSC, and justify the expense of that enormous
Fun Palace being erected in the
name of Education.
Yours Most Sincerely,
Harry Hill.
Dear Mr. Larrabee:
Please print this article that
another minority may be heard.
I have faithfully read the WINONAN and enjoyed reading its
continuing account of the growth
of Winona State from which I
graduated with the class of 1952.
Since that time I have received a
master of arts degree at Brigham Young University, so I know
whereof I speak when I say the
article by the Black Student Union in the WINONAN of January
15, 1970, is typical of that written by bigotted, uninformed
trouble-makers seeking only to
destroy an established way of
life without concern for what
would take its place at the establishment's demise.
Allow me to convey three premises for consideration.
First, I wish to state that
while I attended Brigham Young
University in 1960 there were two
American blacks attending that
place of learning. They enjoyed
every privilege afforded any other student at the university and
were barred from entry to nothing educational or social on campus. They were there by their
choice to get an education and
were not there as a concession
by the school to accept poor academic standards in return for
athletic prowess. They were not
members of any athletic team.
Any black would have been afforded the same rights as the
two I mention if he would agree
to live a morally clean life in
which he would abstain from any
extramarital sexual intercourse,
smoking, drinking alcoholic beverages, refrain from profanity
and any unsocial conduct which
would blight either the name of
that persons family or the reputation of the University. Theretin
lies the rub. Black basketball
players who have been contacted
by Brigham Young University
have chosen to go elsewhere rather than adhere to the moral
standards.
Brigham Young University is
supported by tithing from the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints. A greater volume of
Latter-Day Saints desire to attend each year than can be accommodated, so the scholastic
standards of the University have
become progressively more difficult to attain in order for the
school to show impartiality in
its selection. Those who pay seventy-five percent of the cost of
operation — tithe-payers — are
not interested in lowering scholastic standards to admit black
non-church members when their
own child will be denied the privilege of attending if he is scholastically deficient.
Secondly, I assume that some
of the same philosophy concerning political change taught me by
professors Davis and Jederman
when I was there as WSC is still
being propagated. That is that in
any violent upheaval of the status quo, the emerging govern-

ment in its attempt to prevent
reoccurrent chaos destroys or
imprisons the minorities as a
price that must be paid for a rapid reestablishment of order.
May I remind the blacks that
they have learned that remaining among themselves does not
radically bring about changes
in attitude of the white majority
toward them, and as a minority
their present course of violent
action and unceasing demands
can only antagonize the •majority
which must change its attitude
before any great advances will
be forthcoming concerning the
black minority. Blacks must
show through labor and social
changes in their own community
that they are sincere about improving their own situation before outside interests will take
seriously their plight. A rule of
thumb to follow: minorities request, not demand.
Blacks observe the history Df
the Mormons against whom you
have presently unleashed youranger in the manner of a snake
restrained by its tail which
strikes at anything within reach.
The Mormons, persecuted by
their own "Christian" neighbors
in Ohio, Illinois, and Missouri
traveled ever westward seeking
a place of peace in which to - live
according to the dictates of their
own conscience — a right afforded them under the Constitution
of the United States. Harassed
and pursued they traveled to a
part of the Great American Desert where even the water was
brackish, and according to Western guide, Jim Bridger, "not fit
for humans." Within two years
they were prospering and hospitable toward some of their- former
accusers from the Midwest who
found Great Salt Lake City a
refuge as they journeyed to California in search of easy fortunes.
The Mormons learned that they
couldn't run away from those
who distrusted them, so they
strived to obtain excellence in
many endeavors which were
marketable in an open society.
Brigham Young University is an
example of their, success. Its faculty is comprised of a greater
percentage 'holding doctor's degrees than any other privately
endowed university. Today, the
Mormons are respected by most
people of the world, not by threatening forcible demonstrations,
but by showing excellence of
achievement in many facets of
our present-day economy. That
same yearning for excellence is
encouraged in each student attending Brigham Young University, and they represent every
state of our union and many of
its possessions as well as students from over fifty nations of
the world. In every case, each
student upon enrollment must
pledge to uphold the standards
of morality established at the
school. The results are evident.
The community of Provo, Utah,
where the university is located,
welcomes continued growth in
population at Brigham Young
University; resting assured that
growth in the university's population is not tantamount to increased police problems for the
community.
Third and finally, I would like
to ask what has happened to the
faculty of Winona State who, I
hope, still have a voice in what
is disseminated through your
printed page, and the concerned
majority of the student body that
a minority of less than one/twohundredth of the school population can occupy in each edition
of the WINONAN over one/twenty-fourth of its pages, including
advertising. May I use analogy
to emphasize my point that going
to college in this nation is a privilege not a birthright. At Arizo-

na State University, a member of
the Western Athletic Conference
of which Brigham Young is also
a member, an All-American football star, J. D. Hill, a subsidized
black athlete, was convicted of
stealing over $900 worth of clothing from an apartment house.
Upon his conviction, the University officials and the State Board
of Regents met on two different
occasions before they reached a
decision to suspend his athletic
activities at that university. Arizona State, repeatedly, has had
to cope with some type of civil
disturbance from various malcontents among students and
outsiders who chose the campus
as a meeting place. Four years
ago, President Ernest Wilkinson
of Brigham Young University
was asked why they have no
campus unrest. He replied, "We
do have unhappy people among
our student body on occasion.
Only recently I was accosted as
I left my office one evening by
seven youths who asked, 'What
would you do if we sat in the
Joseph Smith Building tonight,
protesting the rule against wearing beards on campus?'
"I replied, 'When I hear about
it tomorrow from security police,
you'll have just twenty-four hours
to remove yourself from this
campus.'
"They didn't sit in or wear
beards, and they are still on
c ampus."
As my hard as nails Latin teacher used to say after most directives, "Verbum sapienti sat."
(Translation: A word to the wise
is sufficient.)
Concerned about who is running the campus,
William B. McCarl
1343 E. Vine Avenue
Mesa, Arizona 85201

Sue Westlund
•
is Vet's honey

THE
ACTION
SCENE
by Jeff Heider
Q. Our organization has been
attempting to run an article in
the school paper for three weeks
without success. Can you find out
why? RICHARD THESING.
A. I received your question too
late to find out the reason but I
can say that it was due to lack
of space. Furthermore, Gene Larrabee, Winonan Editor, has stated that the primary reason for
your article's lack of appearance
stems from the characteristics of
the article. In other words, your
article was written in a manner
that reflected no news, but rather was characterized by editorialization on your part. That article, by the way, will soon appear in the form of a "Letter to
the Editor" when space permits.
***

THE OTHER SIDE
The Veterans Club of Winona
State announces their monthly
get-together that will be held at
the Legion Club on Third Street,
6 March, 1970. Those interested
in joining this organization are
welcome to attend, stag or drag.
The festivities begin with a stag
"hour" from five to seven and
then it will be open for dates
from seven till one. Those eligible to attend are veterans with
21 months of active duty or any
Viet Nam Veterans.

Final exam
schedule listed
The examination schedule and
regulations will be as follows:
1. Final Examinations will be
held at the scheduled time for all
classes.
2. Examinations will be held in
the rooms where classes have
been held.
3. Examinations in classes offered for one or two quarter
hours of credit will be given during the last regularly scheduled
class period prior to Wednesday,
March 18, in Winter Quarter, and
Tuesday, June 9, in Spring Quarter.

The Veterans Club of Winona
State announced that its 1970
4. Examinations in classes ofSweetheart is Sue Westlund.
fered for three, four or five creMiss Westlund, a sophomore dits will be held as follows:
from St .Paul, is a member of
Wednesday, March 18:
Alpha Z Delta Sorority. She was
8,,
crowned "Sweetheart-1970" after se"
competing with six other girls
which was judged by three Winona State Teachers. The announce 3, ment of her selection was made)
this week by President Jack An
derson.

Red River Exhibi t
The Fargo-Moorhead
League, in cooperation 1,70
Red River Art Center, is s. .
ing the 11th Red River
Jury Art Show. The show
hung at the Red River Art Ct
from March 22 through Api
1970.

SofSpra
Car Wash
25c
Opposite Westgate
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Gorman reviews
(Continued from Page 1)
the off campus student. "Students are being discriminated
against," said Gorman, and this
is the point on which the Senate
is focusing its attention at the
moment. A Tenants Union Proposal is being considered by the
Senate which would cause the
city to pass an ordinance forbidding discrimination against students.
Gorman explained that the
Senate had dropped the responsibility for campus social events
such as Homecoming and Campus Cover Girl. He added that he
thought that the other groups
that had handled this type of activity had done a fine job and
that he didn't think that it was
the job of the Senate to handle
such activities.
The Senate sponsored the October War Moratorium and Gorman said he felt reaction was
favorable and the venture a success.
The Minnesota State College
Student Association provides a
real force in influencing the State
College Board, the Chancellor,
and the state legislature, and
Gorman has emphasized Winona State's participation at its
regular meetings. He explained
that it is a powerful force in passing legislation which affects the
entire State College system. Gorman said that he is concerned
right now with who will take over the job of representing Winona at these meetings next year.
Under the leadership of Dan
McGuiness the Senate has started to set up a program for the
participation of Winona State in
the April Environmental TeachIn. Gorman said that this committee has contacted several
teachers in an effort to get them
involved in the April 8-9 events.
The Senate has appropriated
$150 toward the program. Speakers are being sought for lectures
and students are invited to work
with the Senate.
Another Teacher Evaluation is
in the making, said Gorman, but
this time it will be handled by
the Psychology department. The
quentionnaire has been shortened and made simpler. Gorman
said that $58 has been appropriated for the evaluation.

Kruege

Moyer run unopposed
Kruger relates
qualifications

Jonie Moyer is running unopposed for the position of treas-

urer.

BT produces triplets
Winona State College Union
Program Council presented the
Barter Theater on March 1 and
2 at 8 p.m. in the Union main
lounge.
Formerly the Independent
Theater, the group is a student
effort to provide more experience in theater for students. It
operates without faculty supervision.
For its second production,
Barter Theater presented three
performances: "The Insect Comedy,' by Karel and Josef Kapek,
directed by Daryl Bronniche;. "A
Progression of Micro Plays" directed by Beth Fratzke and "Not
Enough Rope" by Elaine May,
directed by Becky Bell.
Admission to the production
was an item or idea, written
down, which may aid the group
in future productions.
Next quarter Barter Theater
plans to present a three-act melodrama.

Since it is campaign time for
Student Senate positions, I feel
that it is my obligation to express certain opinions which I
hold concerning issues and elections on this campus. I am seeking the position of. Vice President
of the Student Senate, and am
extremely sincere in fulfilling the
responsibilities of that office,
and also in helping to reshape
the Senate so that it can be a
powerful voice which will help influence decisions made at this
college.
My own personal view of the
Senate is one of a vehicle
through which the students are
capable of expressing their own
opinions to the administration
and faculty in order that irnportant issues can be decided on in
regard to student needs. I am
not insinuating that the administration or faculty ignore Student
Senate decisions at the present
time — for I feel that if there
has been any faculty communications between students and their
faculty - administration counterparts, it is due mostly to the neglect and inadequacy on the part
of the Student Senate, for on this
campus we are very fortunate to
have both a faculty and administiation which are very willing to
listen to student needs — this is
one of the finest attributes of our
campus, and needless to say, that
if it is used properly, it can be
very advantageous for all concerned.
Finally, with Senate Elections
rapidly approaching, I would
like to encourage the entire student body to vote. In recent

This year's only vice-presidential candidate is Junior Rick Krueger

years many Senate officials have
been elected to their offices
when only one-third of the school
population were concerned
enough to vote. Therefore I urge
all students reading this article
to involve themselves and others
in student activities and affairs—
a few ways in which this can be
accomplished is by finding out
issues which they are directly involved in, voting for people who
are willing to work diligently for
the betterment of the school, by
becoming active participants in
campus committees and making
known their opinions and suggestions to the new Student. Senate.
Sincerely;
Rick -Krueger

Sigma Tau Gamma
elects new officers

We Have a Large Selection of:

POSTERS
SUNGLASSES
LEATHER BAGS
Between "Second and Third"

Tom's more personal views
will be explained in_ an article
wn
nal

Looking for a company where your
IDENTITY counts?

Oscar Mayer & Co.
is that company.
In fact your identity counts in any one of several differt career areas:
•

Produotlon Management

• Industrial Engineering

•

Accounting

•

Quality Control

•

Data Processing

• Management Training
• Sales

We would like to tell you about any of these areas. Why
not sign up for an interview today!
A representative from Oscar Mayer & Co. will be on
campus

MARCH 11
He wants to talk to you — about your identity!

Sigma Tau Gamma Fraternity
has elected its officers for 1970.
The new president is Ken
Mogren, a senior from Winona.
Ken had previously served as
the fraternity's vice president of
Management, and had been the
acting president for the past
month while outgoing -president,
Don Pressnall was away student
teaching. •
Named to the four vice presidents' positions were: Executive
V.P., Terry Carlson, a freshman
from Red Wing; Management
V.P., Mike Rivers, a junior from
Wichita, Kans.; Education V.P.,
Dave Ogren, a sophomore from
Edina; and Membership V.P.,
Mike Plath, a freshman from
Mansfield, Ohio. •
The new executive board thenappointed Ken Hunze, a sophomore from Winona,- as the new
social chairman, and Dan Bohan,
a senior from Cicero, Ill., as the
pledge trainer.

"Earth Science"
publishes Bayer
The magazine Earth Science
will publish a paper by Dr. Thomas N. Bayer, head of the Earth
Science Department, as- its lead
article in the March-April issue.
The paper is entitled "Fossil Collecting in the Driftless Area of
Minnesota." The occurrence and
distribution of invertebrate fossils in Cambrian and Ordovician
strata of this area is described
in detail. The effects of absence
of glaciation in the region coupled with prolonged stream erosion are cited as factors leading
to the large numbers of fossil
bearing rock exposures.

Placements
During the next week, the
Placement Bureau, 110 Guildemeister will afford the following
interviews:
THURSDAY, MAR. 5 — ARTHUR ANDERSON & CO CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS. TACOMA, WASH. Elementary and Secondary. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. Elementary: K
through 6th. Secondary: math,

science, instr. music, girls' p.e.,
boys' p.e. HIGHLAND PARK,
ILL. Secondary: art, English,
drivers training, Italian, Spanish,
French, guidance counseling, library, math, boys' p.e., p.e.,
earth science, biology-chemistry,
history, special ed.
FRIDAY, MAR. 6 — INSPECTOR GENERAL. (U.S. Dept. of
Ag.) Auditors (accounting and
bus. adm. majors). WALGREEN
COMPANY. Retail management,
accounting, sales, merchandising.
SHEBOYGAN, WIS. Elementary:
K thru 6th, guidance counseling,
special ed., p.e. Secondary: English, social studies, ind. arts, science, math, special ed., asst. principal. GREEN BAY, WIS. Elementary: K. thru 6th, art, library,
music, p.e. Secondary: art, bus.
ed., French, German, Spanish,
guidance ,ind. arts, math, instr.
& vocal music, reading, p.e., science, social studies, special ed.,
social workers. NEWTON, IOWA.
Elementary: K thru 6th, math,
science, social studies, special
ed., p.e., Secondary: English,
reading, social studies, math,
band, p.e., special ed., drivers
training. OSWEGO, ILL. Elementary and Secondary.
TUESDAY, MAR. 10 — METROPOLITAN LIFE. Career areas: sales, field auditing. NATIONAL FARMERS ORGANIZATION. District field representative (any major). HAWAII. Elementary and Secondary: counselors, English, ind. arts, math,
remedial reading, physical science, special ed. ALBERT LEA,
MINN. Elementary only.
WEDNESDAY, MAR. 11 —
OSCAR MAYER. Career areas:
sales, accounting, pre-management training, production management. MONTGOMERY
WARD. Management trainee for
retailing. WAYZATA, MINN. Elementary only. DAVENPORT, IOWA. Elementary: K thru 6, math,
science, music, p.e., art. Secondary: all areas.
THURSDAY, MARCH 12 —
BROOKFIELD, WIS. Elementary
and secondary. WABASH A,
MINN. Elementary: 4, 6, principal. Secondary: social studies &
wrestling, principal. OCONOMWOC, WIS. Elementary and sec-

ondary.
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Takes choose

Play viewed

new officers

On "Friday, February 27, three
Speech students, members of Wenonah Players and professor
Dorothy B. Magnus, director of
college theatre, traveled to Minneapolis to see the University of
Minnesota theatre production of
a new play, A NIGHT AT THE
BLACK PIG by Charles Nolte,
professor of theatre and arts
and play-writing at the University of Minnesota. Both Miss Magnus and Sue Hoblit were present
for the premiere on Friday evening when critics from the Twin
Cities and other metropolitan areas of the United States were
present. Mike O'Toole and Greg
Elwell saw the show Saturday
night.
The play is concerned with the
biography of August Strindberg,
famous Scandinavian playwright.
The scene is the meeting place
of a group of artists in Berlin on
the night of Strindberg's 44th
birthday, 1893.
The play was also directed by
Mr. Nolte. It was presented in a
single spectacular setting and
was a major production of the
University of Minnesota theatre.
Mr. Nolte is well known in theatre circles in the United States
and abroad not only as a playwright but as an actor who gained prominence in the title role of
BILLY BUDD. Several of Mr.
Nolte's new plays have premiered in Minneapolis especially at
Theatre-In-The-Round.

The Winona State College Colony of Tau Kappa Epsilon has
announced the election of its new
officers for the 1970-71 term. At
the same time the Fraternity emphasized the abolition of "Hell
Week" and hazing, recognizing it
to be a detriment to the studying
task, and useless to the college
Caliber student. Instead it has
adopted a constructive and meaningful pledging program which
intraemphasizes scholarship,
campus participation,
murals,
and individual social development. With the aquisition of its
new fraternity house at 628
Grand on Sarnia, the fraternity
is happy to be able to offer its
members and friends a place to
meet and socialize. An open
house is planned for spring quarter.
. The newly elected officers are:
President, Randy Roberts, 20,
Junior; V.P. Wolly Hood, 24,
Junior; Secretary, Gale Johnson,
19, Sophomore; Historian, Daryl
Bronniche, 20, Sophomore; Chaplain, Rick Mattison, 22, Freshman; Sergeant - at - arms, James
Hogue, 21, Freshman; Treasurer, Bill Gludt, 19, Sophomore;
Pledge Trainer, Steven Paul Runkle, 19, Sophomore.

FUN WORKING IN EUROPE

Summer and Year Round JOBS ABROAD: Get paid, meet people, learn a language, travel, enjoy! Nine job categories in more
than fifteen countries. Foreign language not essential. Send $1.00
for membership and 34-page illustrated JOBS ABROAD magazine, complete with details and applications to International
Society for Training and Culture, 866 United Nations Plaza, New
York, N. Y., a non-profit student membership organization.

UPC presents
Dean Kaner
On Tuesday, March 10, the
UPC is presenting its sixth event
in its series of informative and
controversial topics. In the past
we have presented such topics as
birth control, drug abuse and alcoholism.
We feel, however, that this
next speaker is one who appeals
to the young and old, the heavy
and the straight, the professor
and the student.
On Tuesday, March 10, at 7:45
p.m., in the West Banquet area
of the College Union, Mr. Dean
Kaner, President of the "Chumps
at Oxford Tent" in the Twin Cities
will present a talk on Laurel and
Hardy. Mr. Kaner has spoken on
this topic at various college campuses in the area. He has also
appeared on television and radio.
Mr. Kaner was also a personal
friend of the late Stan Laurel. He
will be speaking after a series of
three Laurel and Hardy films,
"The Brats," "Nite Owls," and
"Any Old Port." These films will
be shown at 7:45 and 10:00 p.m.
in the West Banquet Area.
Mr. Kaner and Laurel and Hardy are appearing in conjunction
with the Gay Nineties Week celebration being presented by the
Union Program Council.

Phi Sigma Epsilon
selects officers
Phi Sigma Epsilon recently
elected officers for the following
year. They are: President, John
Marnach, Caledonia ; Vice President, Bob Fonteine, Chicago, Ill,;
Vice President, Roy Herrera,
Bloomington; Vice President,
Mike Schneider, Winona; Recording Secretary, David L. Anderson, Mabel; Corresponding, Art
Humphries, Winona; Treasurer,
Richard Kohn, Hayfield; Social
Chairman, Noel Paulson, Hayfield; Publicity, Pete Cole, Hayfield; Sergeant at arms, Morris
Hanson, Winnebago; Chaplain,
Joe Dolan, Baltimore, Md.; and
Pledge Master, Spencer Yohe,
Houston.

WIDE BOOTS

90's atmosphere coming to Union
It's "GAY NINETIES" Week in
the College Union! The Union
Program Council is bringing a
bit of the atmosphere of the
1890's to Winona State. It will
start on Tuesday, March 10. We
have put aside this day to honor
the antics of 'Laurel and Hardy.'
At 7:45 and 10:00 p.m. three of
Laurel and Hardy's greatest
films, "The Brats," "Nite Owle,"
and "Any Old Port" will be
shown in the West Banquet area
of the College Union. Immediately following the first show, Mr.
Dean Kaner, President of the
"Chumps at Oxford Tent" at the
University of Minnesota, and a
personal friend of the late Stan
Laurel, will present a discussion
about the famous comedians.
On Wednesday, the great Charlie Chaplin in "Easy Street" and
"The Tramp" will be shown at
12:00 noon, 2:00 p.m., and 7:00

p.m. in the Smog.
The 1890's also had more than
its share of silent film stars. One
of these such stars was known as
the "Man With a Thousand Faces." Lon Chaney appears as the
immortal `Quasimoto' in the original, silent classic "The Hunchback of Notre Dame" at 7 p.m.
in the Smog.
Friday brings W. C. Fields to
the Smog at 10 a.m. and 7 p.m.
There is 90 minutes of hilarity,
from beginning to end. "An Evening with W. C. Fields" contains
such films as "The Barber Shop,"
"The Pharmacist," "California
Bound," and others.
Saturday, March 14, is the big
day! At 9:00 p.m., the Smog will
be transformed into your local
1890's SPEAKEASIE, complete
with banjos, ((root) beer, peanuts,
silent movies, and free door prizes to EVERYONE who comes!

SC-TV's 'mini-season'
premieres programming
■

■

A rather abbreviated first season of television for Winona
State's recently founded WSC-3
television station resulted in a
considerably broader scope of
programming than might have
been expected by many local
viewers. Throughout the scheduled five-week "mini-season" the
station broadcast programs of
some interest to practically all
Winona viewers, including programs dealing specifically with
city, college and public school interests. The season was previewed and made up in part by a
series of WSC sports broadcasts
and is now being concluded in
the same fashion.
The full impact of the "miniseason" has not yet been determined. However, as a first effort, a learning experience and
a technical experiment, the season would have to be considered
a success. According to Dr.
James Spear, director of A-V,
the season brought about a much
greater understanding of the
complexities and a greater appreciation of the potential of local broadcasting. Future broadcasts depend upon at least two
things at this particular time;
first, the general acceptance of
the experimental season, and

second, the availability of time
and personnel. The first season
d
eman
d de id
cons
131
era y more
time than could be allowed if
televising continued on a regular
basis.
Dr. Spear wishes to take this
opportunity to thank all those
who participated in the first series of programs. Also, he would
like as many as possible to complete and send in the questionnaire at the end of this Newsletter.
WSC-3 QUESTIONNAIRE
1. I watched part or all of the
following programs:
2. My general evaluation of
program content is:
3. My general evaluation of
technical quality and production
technique is:
4. My general comments regarding the future of WSC-3 are:

Return: to: Dr. James Spear,
Exec. Director WSC-3, Somsen
Hall, P.O.B. 15.

NEW WIDE 'MEAD TIRES FROM GOODYEAR
• Almost one-third wider tread

than ordinary tires for more
plus traction in starts, corners
and stops
• Track tested under special
conditions at speeds up to 130
MPH
• Built stronger because they're
built much like racing tires to
deliver the stability, strength
and ride needed for today's
breed of powerful rera

SPECIAL
ANY SIZE

4

FOR $9995
PLUS TAX

FET. $1.96 to $2.83

-

Open Year 'Round on Highway 61 — 2 Blocks West of Junction 14

NO MONEY DOWN ON OUR
EASY PAY PLAN • FREE MOUNTING
4-WHEEL BRAKE SPECIAL!

$1 .19 troul.„ $3.19
111114 dIMIng
brakes.
Add parts If needed.

A44 parts II awls&

NELSON TIRE SERVICE
(Independent Goodyear Dealer)

Buy your clothes from

Scarborough Fair
An 11.1.
seta WO
solumptstlisi

We remove front wheels, clean and
inspect front wheel bearings, inspect
grease seals, add fluid if needed (no
extra charge), adjust brakes all 4
wheels and test. Apply your brakes
with confidence!

FOURTH AND MAIN

Tired of never being noticed?

PHONE 8-5181

and watch the change. We have clothes for people who want
to be seen . . . and Be Remembered!

Zdar6orough4

occur

Where distinctive clothing is the
RULE — not the exception
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Short handed swimmers
capture second place
by Rick Krueger
Winona swimmers may have
been short-handed for the Northern Intercollegiate Conference
Meet, considering they lacked
seven members needed to have a
full squad — but they more than
compensated for it with desire
and conditioning as they captired second place in the annual
event. The swimming Warriors
suffered serious setbacks after
Christmas this past season, when
for numerous reasons, the team
size whittled away from about
25 members down to 14. Being
inadequate in numbers had its
effects during the season, and the
swimmers dual meet record ended with the team losing two more
meets than they won. With all
that as history, the swimmers
went into the Conference Meet
determined to redeem themselves and make the best of
things.
The enthusiasm and spirit evidenced on the Winona Bench
throughout the entire two day
conference meet was proof
enough that the team was ready
mentally. The mental fitness promoted the physical conditioning
that the team had worked-so diligently all year to exhibit. It is
interesting to note that the St.
Cloud team who had defeated
Winona in a dual meet, and
who had a full squad present had
to settle for third place in the
final conference ratings at the
conclusion of the meet, and only
Bemidji was capable of finishing
in front of Winona.
Undoubtedly, the meets most
spectacular swimmer was Wino-

na's co-captain Rog Braaten who
captured three individual first
places and set two conference
records doing it. (A Bemidji
swimmer, Randy Egland, was
the only other swimmer to capture three individual first places,
however, he broke no records).
Rog set records in the 220 and
400 yard Individual Medleys, and
then eased his way to first in the
1650 yard Freestyle — a grueling
66-length race in which the closest swimmer to Rog finished over four lengths behind. The only
other Conference champ on the
Winona team was its other cocaptain, Bob Hall, who finished
first in the 100 yard Butterfly.
Another outstanding swimming
star on the Winona Bench was
Brian Rudel who gave the team
a large number of points by placing second in three individual
events.
Every member of the team
placed in the finals in at least
two different events — thus exerting team effort which was
more than gratifying. The jubilance displayed by the Winona
team when the announcement
came over the loudspeaker that
they had taken second place in
the IC truly proved that their efforts were more than worthwhile.
Traditionally, the graduating
seniors on the Winona State
Swim Team are honorably recognized for their four years of service to the team at the last home
dual meet of the year. Unfortunately, this past season, the last
home dual meet was cancelled
with almost no previous notice—
thereby preventing this year's
swimmers an opportunity to pay
tribute to the outstanding services of their only senior, Jim Dubsky. The Team therefore - would
like to publically thank Jim for
his dedication, performances and
contributions to the team during
his swimming career at Winona
State.

TWO VVIEPers CHALLENGE each other for a jump ball during their recent basketball game.

Bucketball
teams stumble
The Winona State women's
basketball team hosted Mankato
State College on Saturday, Feb.
28, at 1:00 p.m. The WSC B squad
lost their game by a score of 17
to 29. The Winona A squad lost
their game 30 to 45.
On March 7, the Winona A
squad will travel to St. Olaf College for the Regional Tournament. This will be their last meet
of the season.
The extramural gymnastics
team participated in the State
Gymnastics Meet on Saturday,
Feb. 28, at the University of
Minnesota. Members of the WSC
team that placed were: Mary
Norman, 1st on the uneven parallel bars in the novice division;
and Peggy Sader, 3rd in floor exercise and 6th on the balance
beam in the novice division. The
WSC team placed 8th out of 15
teams.
Congratulations to all the girls
who participated in the first Women's Extramural Gymnastics
team.
On the intramural side, intramural basketball tournaments
started on Wednesday, March 4.
Teams participating in the tournament are: Red Sox, Let Petite
Fillies, Drippy Dribblers, Mary
Ann's Martyrs, Millie's Moderns
and Winner's Losers.
The pool is open to all women
on Wednesday evenings from 7-9
p.m. All women are invited to
come and join in the fun.
The apparatus room is open to
all women on Wednesday evenings from 7-9 p.m. Come and
work out on your favorite piece
of equipment.

Advisors and RA's
to be selected

WARRIOR ROUNDBALLER ANDY ROSS flies through the air
with the greatest of ease as he drives in for a lay-up against Michigan Tech.

Selection of advisers and resident assistants for the Residence
Halls for the next academic year
will begin April 3.
Application forms are available at the offices of the residence hall directors in Sheehan
and Richards Halls and the
Housing Office in Somsen 106.
In order to qualify for a position a student cannot be a freshman and must have satisfactory
academic and social standing
with the institution.
Announcements of appointments will be made on or about
May 1.

Warriors end BB season
tying for second in NIC
by Dave Smelser
The Winona State cagers ended their season on a winning
note last week with two victories
over NIC opponents. The two
wins, and 80-66 triumph over
Michigan Tech and a 69-47 victory over Southwest State of
Marshall boosted the Warriors
into a second place tie with Bemidji in the NIC.
Both teams ended with 9-3 records. State finished 18-7 overall
and that record proved to be the
best overall record ever compiled by a Winona State basketball team.
Warrior junior center Steve
Protsman led the Warrior attack
with 25 points on eight field goals
and nine free throws. Jack Gibbs
followed with 17 and Don Besonen added 10. Gibbs, Bob Walker,
Bruce Carrier, Mark Wilke, and
Andy Ross all played their final
games as seniors.
Tech's Huskies took the early
lead on a three-point play by
Larry Grimes, who led the Tech
scoring with 24 points. The score
was tied at 5, 7, 9, and 11 before
the Huskies jumped off to a 17-12
lead when Winona was saddled
with two technical fouls. At that
point the Warriors caught fire
and breezed to a 23-22 lead with
seven minutes to go and led at
the half by a score of 38-34.
The Warriors opened a 10-point
lead early in the second half
and controlled the game the rest
of the way. Winona shot 42 percent from the field white Michigan Tech could hit on only 38
percent of its shots. Winona also
had the edge in rebounds, 74-44.
Winona's cagers played a near
perfect game against Southwest's
Golden Mustangs, as they got off
to their best start of the year by
running in the first 12 points of
the game. Protsman, Besonen,
and Walker each netted two field
goals in that span. The Warriors
continued to dominate the first
half and led 26-13 at the intermission.
In the second half, Winona outscored the Mustangs 20-6 in the
first eight minutes to coast to a
commanding 46-18 advantage. It
was at that point that Coach Ekker began to substitute freely.
Three Warrior cagers ended
in double figures, led by Besonen who notched 16. Protsman and
Walker each followed with 15
points. Mike Lange led the Mustangs with 16 counters.

Winona hit on 50 percent of
their shots from the field and
also had the edge in rebounding, 33-23.
Winona State 80
fg tt -tp
5 010
8 1 17
8 9 25
7 0 14
1 0 2
0 0 0
2 0' 4
1 0 2
0 0 0
3 0 6
0 0,0
0 0 0
0 0 0

Besonen
Gibbs
Protsman
Carrier
Walker
Ochs
Jabrosky
Bay
Wilke
Ross
Evert
Mott
Bernstorf
Totals
Winona State

35 10 80
38 42-80

Michigan Tech 66
fg ft tp
6 614
7 10 24
4 2 10
4 311
0 4 4
1 0 2

Hoopes
Grimes
Morrison
Muff
Smith
Moberg
Totals
Michigan Tech

32

21 24 66
32-66

Winona State 69
Gibbs
Evert
Besonen
Ross
Protsman
Wilke
Mott
Carrier
Jabrosky
Bernstorf
Bay
Walker
Ochs
Beckley
Totals
Winona State

fg ft pf tp
2 0 2 4
1 0 0 2
8 0 2 16
0 0 2 0
7 1 1 15
0 0 1 0
1 1 2 3
1 0 2 2
0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0
7 1 2 15
3 2 2 8
2 0 1 4
32

5 20 69
26 69

Southwest State 47
fg ft pf tp
SoSrensen
4 3 4 11
Thom
1 2 0 4
Lang
4 8 1 16
Schildt
3 2 1 8
Verbrugge
2 0 4 4
Kunze
0 0 0 0
Sing
1 2 0 4
Totals
Southwest State

15 17 10 47
13 47
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Wrestlers win
NIC mat tourney
Winona State College compiled
83 points and boasted five individual champions to capture the
Northern Intercollegiate Conference Wrestling tournament at
Moorhead last weekend. The
Warrior matmen also completed
their dual mat season last week
with a close 19-17 victory over
South Dakota State College of
Brookings.
Winning individual titles in the
NIC meet for Winona were Ron
Oglesby at 118; Dave Oland at
126; and Ron Moen at 190. Other
Warrior placings included 134pound Pete Edwards, fourth;
150-pound Pete Sandberg, third;
and Leo Eckerman, heavyweight,
fourth. John Bedtke, 177-pounder,
did not place because of an ankle
injury suffered in the first round.
Team results showed: Winona
State 83; Bemidji State 67; Moorhead 64; Southwest 47 ; Michigan
Tech 23; St. Cloud 18, and Morris branch of the University of
Minnesota 15.
In the South Dakota State
meet the Warriors were able to
gain five wins in the ten matches.
Senior Ron Oglesby got the
night off to a good start by decisioning SDSU's Stan Opp 9-2, in
the 118-lb. division. At 126 Warrior Dave Oland won a decision
over South Dakota's Greg
Schmidt by a close 1-0 score, on
an escape in the final period.
South Dakota's John Remold
decisioned Warrior Pete Edwards in the 134-pound match,
3-0.
Warrior Mike Doody then was
defeated by SDSU's Keith Engels

13-6, in the 142-pound match. Winona's 150-pounder Pete Sandberg then won a decision over
Jackrabbit Steve Day by a 9-6
margin. Warrior captain Jim
Tanniehill recorded a pin in the
third period of his 158-pound
match with SDSU's Sid Fosheim.
South Dakota got its only pin
of the evening in the 167-pound
match where Lowell Jones gained the fall over Bitt Hitesman.
In the 177-pound entanglement
Warrior John Bedtke lost a decision to Jackrabbit Don Trapp
by a close 3-1 score.
The 190-pound match saw
SDSU's Luther Onken disqualified when he used an illegal maneuver to deck Warrior Ron
Moen. Moen suffered h back injury in the fall and was taken to
Community Memorial Hospital
by ambulance. The injury proved
to be not so serious as Moen was
able to wrestle in the NIC meet
at Moorhead two days later. In
the heavyweight match South Dakota'S Steve Tesch decisioned
Winona' Leo Eckerman 5-0. The
final score was Winona 19 and
South Dakota 17.
WSC 19, SDS U 17
118 — Oglesby (W) dec. Opp
(SD) 9-2; 126 — Schmidt (SD) dec.
Oland (W) 1-0; 134 — Rembold
(SD) dec. Edwards (W) 3-0; 142 —
Engels (SD) dec. Doody (W) 13-6;
150 — Sandberg (W) dec. Day
(SD) 9-6; 158 — Tanniehill (W) p.
Fosheim (SD) 6:18 ; 167 — Jones
(SD) p. Hitesman (W) 4:28; 177 —
Bedtke (W) dec. Trapp (SD) 3-1;
190 — Moen (W) won by default
over Oaken (SD); Hwt. — Tesch
(SD) dec. Eckerman (W) 5-0.

Let's Make It Griesel Grocery
410 CENTER STREET
(1 1/2 Blocks East off College)

We Cash your Personal Checks
(P.S.) Pick up your Play Boy magazine here today.

NAVY BLUE

COMBAT JACKETS

6.88

frte4V Winona Sudlus store
5 2 W. SECOND ST

.
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"OH
WHAT A
LOVELY WAR"
SEE IT NOW

A FEW YEARS AGO IN DUNWICH A HALF-WITTED GIRL
BORE ILLEGITIMATE TWINS.
ONE OF THEM WAS ALMOST
HUMAN!

All your sharing,

rill! your special

memories

will be forever
symbolized by your
diamond engagement ring.
If the name,
Keepsake is in the ring
and on the tag,
you are assured of
fine quality and
lasting satisfaction.
The engagement diamond
is flawless,
Of superb color and
precise modern cut.
Your Keepsake Jeweler
has a choice selection
of many lovely styles.
He's listed in
the yellow pages
under "Jewelers,"
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"THE
DUNWICH
HORROR"

D

IAMOND RINGS

H. P. LOVECRAFT'S CLASSIC
TALE OF TERROR AND THE
SUPERNATURAL!

WINONA

"Come to
"BARN DOOR"

LIVE AN ADVENTURE FEW
MEN HAVE EVER DARED IN
A LAND OF VIOLENT SPLENDOR FEW MEN HAVE EVER
SEEN!
GORDON
EASTMAN'S

See all our ne w

Spring Things
• Beads from India
• Woodcarvings from Germany
• Incense everywhere!
(Burners too)
And from Whistle Stop, the
New "Sweat Shirt Dress"

1111: BIBILIOOR
DOWNTOWN ON LEVEE PLAZA

pi 11 in ;11

When you know
it's for keeps

AN OUTSTANDING FILM FOR
—Judith Christ
ALL TIME."

NOW
SHOWING

Ike

11

UNFORGETTABLE!

SEE . .

GOVT. STYLE — LIGHT WEIGHT

against

DINE AT THE SIGN
OF THE HAPPY CHEF

..1.=11111.

9 a.m. - 9 p.m. Monday to Saturday
9 a.m. - 10 p.m. Sundays

TH E

State.

CINEMA

Our stock is patterned for the
college set.

Reg. $9.95 . . .

WINONA GRAPPLER Ron "Red" Moen is carried off the mat after incurring an injury

South Dakota

411 1. I I,

1

"THE
SAVAGE WILD"
SEE IT NOW

STATE

Rings from $100 to $10,000 T-M Reg A.11. Pond Company, Inc , Est. 1892

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Please send new 20 page booklet, "Planning Your Engagement and Wedding"
and full color fold.r, both for only 2Sc. Also, tell me how to obtain the beautiful
44 page %ride's Keepsake Book a t half price.
.
5-70

Nan•

Addrolv

City

Co
Zip

``KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N.Y. I3201 .j

Edwin's
50 East Third St.

Jewelers
Winona, Minn.

